
GPS Fishing Maps and Fishing Spots – What our Fishing
Spots Packages come with.

We offer this Fishing Maps-Fishing Spots format in SC,
GA, FL, AL, MS, LA and TX. The below applies to all.

What’s it come with, exactly? – With any of our fishing spots maps that we
offer, you will receive the following VIA email as a package ready to upload-
import to your GPS, iPhone, iPad, Tablet or other device. For over 5 years,
we’ve offered this format in several states as the original and only company
working with professional fishermen to bring you this format and these fishing
spots for one of the best fishing spots maps available to the public. Period.

1. Fishing Spots that load directly to your boats GPS - File in raw GPS format
with all fishing waypoints (fishing spots) for the area you have purchased. Once
uploaded to your GPS using your SD Card or Compact Flash Card (CFC), all the
GPS coordinates and their names will show on your GPS Map and in your
waypoints list on your GPS. See what it looks like loaded to a GPS – Sample
Only (view may vary, depending on your base GPS map – Works with most GPS)

2. Google Maps-Google Earth Fishing Spots Map file that uploads very easily to
your Google account. Once uploaded to your Google account, your Fishing Spots
will be usable, viewable and editable on most any device on the world that
uses Google Maps or Google Earth. If you don’t have or use Google Earth or
Maps on your device, we have an alternate App for using on your Android
Platform, all Free of charge after your purchase.See what a sample of what it
looks like on a Tablet (Samples do not show all spots)

3. View comments on your fishing spots – Most of our fishing spots have
comments mentioning what type of bottom you can expect to find at that spot
and other various details. Much of this info transfers to your GPS comment



section (depending on how your GPS accepts comments) and comments are
shown with a simple click in all the Google earth and Google Map Files on most
devices. See a Sample of Fishing Spots Comments

4. Label Matched printable PDF fishing spots file document for viewing or
printing your Lat/Long coordinates, These printable and viewable coordinates
are label matched and can be entered into most any GPS in the world. Print
this and take it with you on the boat, or save the file for safe-keeping in case
you ever need it for reference or you find the need for using the lat/long
coordinates for your purchased area. See a PDF Printable File Sample Fishing
Spots List (Samples may or may not show local fishing spots)

5. Advanced Fishing and Rigging Tutorials for Inshore/Bay, nearshore and
offshore fishing (where applicable). Our guides have come together to compile
excellent, detailed tutorials for those who need them to include tips on rigging
for offshore bottom fishing, rigging and trolling.

6. All the above mentioned files are included with each and every fishing spots
map we offer, in any area available for purchase. These files are conveniently
emailed the same day of purchase to get you on the water immediately. Note:
For you convenience, these files are sent in a ZIP file for easy handling. We
suggest un-zipping/Extracting the Files to an easy to find location, such as the
desktop on your computer.

Any questions? Please feel free to email anytime at support@FLfishingspots.com or phone
our main office @ 904-323-1177.


